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WARNINGS Read Before Using Your Sega Dreamcast Video Game System

CAUTION
Anyone who uses the Sega Dreamcast should read the operating manual forthe software and console before operating them. A
responsible adult should read these manuals together with any minors who will use the Sega Dreamcast before the minor uses it.

HEALTH AND EPILEPSY WARNING
Some small number of people are susceptible to epileptic seizures or loss of consciousness when exposed to certain flashing lights or

light patterns that they encounter in everyday life, such as those in certain television images or video games. These seizures or loss of

consciousness may occur even if the person has never had an epileptic seizure.

If you or anyone in your family has ever had symptoms related to epilepsy when exposed to flashing lights, consult your doctor prior to

using Sega Dreamcast.

In all cases, parents should monitorthe use of video games by their children. If any player experiences dizziness, blurred vision, eye or

muscle twitches, loss of consciousness, disorientation, any involuntary movement or convulsion, IMMEDIATELY DISCONTINUE USE AND
CONSULT YOUR DOCTOR BEFORE RESUMING PLAY.

To reduce the possibility of such symptoms, the operator must follow these safety precautions at all times when using Sega Dreamcast:

• Sit a minimum of 6.5 feet away from the television screen. This should be as far as the length of the controller cable.

• Do not play if you are tired or have not had much sleep.

• Make sure that the room in which you are playing has all the lights on and is well lit.

• Stop playing video games for at least ten to twenty minutes per hour. This will rest your eyes, neck, arms and fingers so that you can

continue comfortably playing the game in the future.

OPERATING PRECAUTIONS
To prevent personal injury, property damage or malfunction:

• Before removing disc, be sure it has stopped spinning.

• The Sega Dreamcast GD-ROM disc is intended for use exclusively on the Sega Dreamcast video game system. Do not use this disc in

anything other than a Sega Dreamcast console, especially not in a CD player.

• Do not allow fingerprints or dirt on either side of the disc.

• Avoid bending the disc. Do not touch, smudge or scratch its surface.

• Do not modify or enlarge the center hole of the disc or use a disc that is cracked, modified or repaired with adhesive tape.

• Do not write on or apply anything to either side of the disc.

• Store the disc in its original case and do not expose it to high temperature and humidity.

• Do not leave the disc in direct sunlight or near a radiator or other source of heat.

• Use lens cleaner and a soft dry cloth to clean disc, wiping gently from the center to the edge. Never use chemicals such as benzene

and paint thinner to clean disc.

PROJECTION TELEVISION WARNING
Still pictures or images may cause permanent picture tube damage or mark the phosphor of the CRT. Avoid repeated or extended use of

video games on large-screen projection televisions.

SEGA DREAMCAST VIDEO GAME USE
This GD-ROM can only be used with the Sega Dreamcast video game system. Do not attempt to play this GD-ROM on any other CD player;

doing so may damage the headphones and/or speakers. This game is licensed for home play on the Sega Dreamcast video game system

only. Unauthorized copying, reproduction, rental, public performance of this game is a violation of applicable laws. The characters and

events portrayed in this game are purely fictional. Any similarity to other persons, living or dead, is purely coincidental.
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4 Wheel Thunder is a 1 or 2 Player game. Before turning the Sega
Dreamcast power ON, connect the controller or other peripheral equipment - it

into the control ports of the Sega Dreamcast. To return to the title screen W
at any point during game play, simultaneously press and hold the A, B,

X, Y and Start Buttons. This will cause the Sega Dreamcast to soft-reset

the software and display the title screen.

SEGA DREAMCAST CONTROLLER

Before you begin to play 4 Wheel Thunder, pay attention to the following

information regarding your Sega Dreamcast Hardware Unit.

Be sure the Power is off on your Sega Dreamcast system.

Plug in your Sega Dreamcast Controller.

'One controller is included with the Sega Dreamcast at the time of pur-

chase. Additional controllers and peripherals are sold separately. For
more information on the Sega Dreamcast Controller, see the next page.

Insert your 4 Wheel Thunder Sega Dreamcast Specific Disc.

Press the Power Button to activate the Sega Dreamcast.

Follow on-screen game instructions.

Overhead View

X Button

Y Button

B Button

A Button

Analog Thumb Pad

SEGA DREAMCAST HARDWARE UNIT
Direction Button

(D-Button)

Start Button

Power Button

This turns the

unit ON or OFF

Open Button

Press to open
the Disc Door Forward View

Expansion Slot 1

Left Trigger

(Trigger L)Right Trigger

(Trigger R)Control Ports —— —

—

1 — * *——

-

Use these ports to connect the Sega Dreamcast Controller or other peripheral equipment.
From left to right are Control Port A, Control Port B, Control Port C, and Control Port D.

Use each port to connect controllers for players 1 to 4 respectively.

Expansion Slot 2

Default controls for 4 Wheel Thunder are listed on Page 1 0.

GETTING STARTED
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At the game's Title Screen press the Start Button to access the Main
Menu.

The game's Main Menu allows you to play either a 1 or 2-Player game (if

two controllers are inserted), adjust the game's Options and view the Hall

of Fame (High Scores). Press Up and Down on the Analog Thumb Pad
or Direction Button to toggle the menu items. Press the A Button to

access the item.

At the Main Menu, highlight OPTIONS and press the A Button.

There are three sub-menus to choose from in this menu. The sub-menus
are SOUND, CONTROLS and LOAD/SAVE.

Options in this sub menu deal with what else, WttgA -

the sounds of the game. SOUND VOLUME •

controls the volume of the game's sound 'R »—S3 «
*’

effects. MUSIC VOLUME adjusts the volume *

of the game's background music. Each of the

volume options are numbered 0 (no sound)
through 100 (full blast). Each can be adjusted

by highlighting the appropriate option and pressing Left and Right on
Sthe Direction Button or Analog Thumb Pad.

MODE lets you select the overall sound output of the game sounds.
STEREO is both speakers while MONO is one speaker. Once again, press

! Left and Right on the Direction Button or Analog Thumb Pad to cycle

between the two.

w&m&sszisas&8Bs&ai&safesa

Option*

VMU SOUND will turn the sound ON or OFF on your VMU (if one is

connected).

TEST MUSIC allows you to listen to the 1 3 different music tracks in the

game. Press Left and Right on the Direction Button or Analog Thumb Pad
to select an audio track.

When you are finished making adjustments to the options, press the
A Button to activate any changes you made and return to the Options Hji WL
Menu. Sffil

Before we discuss how to play the game,
lets check out the Options Menu.



LOAD/SAVE
Your Sega Dreamcast system features four

Control Ports |A,B,C & D| which allow up to

four controllers to be connected. Each Sega
Dreamcast controller has two Expansion
Slots. These Expansion Slots can hold items

like the VMU (shown to the right) and Jump
Pack. When playing 4 Wheel Thunder, you
will need a VIVIU with at least 1 6 Blocks free

in order to save game data and 70 Blocks

free to save replays.

The Visual Memory Unit (VMU) is a type of mem- ..—.

—

• ory card, sold separately, that is used to save
-game files. Game files can be saved and loaded .

under this portion of the Options Menu. Select ,

|
LOAD/SAVE and press the A Button.

;

Using the Direction Button or Analog Thumb
_

Pad, select the Control Port and Expansion Slot
j

i

J

that connects to the VMU you wish to use.

[When you have located the appropriate VMU,
press the A Button to save or load the game data. After a confirmation

(telling you whether the data was saved/loaded or not), you will return to

the Options Menu.

To exit back to the Main Menu from the Options Menu, press the B Button.

WARNING: While saving a game file, never turn OFF the Sega Dreamcast
power, remove the memory card or disconnect the controller.

The Controls sub-menu allows you to change the configuration of your

controller. The list in the center of your screen^- , , s

displays every control in the game. To change .pi MtMig '-

the configuration, highlight the action and ,KT*

,

press the A Button. This will disengage the

action and replace it with a question mark (?). Jp» "’SB

Next press the button thatyou want to correspond ilf » » 1
]

with that action. For example, if you wanted
|

to change the Accelerate action (default is the
{

MtefiWi' Wj " ‘flfcfScSaa

R Trigger) and make it correspond with the B
t

Button, highlight Accelerate and press the A
Button (the R Trigger graphic will be replaced with the question mark).

Next, press the B Button to assign that button with
SEGA CfiSAWr.ASrjUM'’ PACK"'

1

the Accelerate action.

s
-'-

1

LCD Screen -

you can assign the Direction Button and Analog
' i) Thumb Pad as well. Simply press either in a direction

(this will mostly be for steering your vehicle) when
„ rj'

5, the question mark symbol is displayed.

' You are also able to switch the Jump Pack (sold sep-

k
r?1* arate|yl ON or OFF Press Left and Right on the
^ f ’ Direction Button or Analog Thumb Pad to

switch. When you are finished changing the
preis and hold mo a b x v and controls, highlight EXIT and press the A Button.
Start Buttons. This will cause the 1

Sega Dreamcast to soft-reset the soft- T ^ .. _ . . ^
ware and display the tide screen. To reset the Controls to their Default Settings,

;

select "Initialize Settings" and press the A
MgM^. Button.



4 Wheel Thunder is a mud-flyin', tirc-grabbin romp through a variety of

tracks. Its you against up to 11 opponents in an all-terrain assault on the

senses! Choose from 4 different vehicle types |Monster Truck, Buggy, Jeep

& Quad) and take on over 24 tracks (if you're good enough to gain access

collect valuable Boost Icons toto them)! On your quest to become a winner,

give your vehicle extra speed.

TRACK AND VEHICLE SELECTION
To select tracks and vehicles (which are

available to you), use the Direction Button or

Analog Thumb Pad and press Left or Right to

view your choices. Keep in mind that your

choices available are only tracks and vehicles

you have earned (unlocked) during the

game. When selecting a track or a vehicle,

you can view it from all angles. Select the

VIEW from the menu (on the right of the track and vehicle selection

screens) and press the A Button. When you move the Analog Thumb Pad,

you can rotate the 3D object and speed or slow its rotation. Hold the R

Trigger to zoom in on the object and get a closer look. To exit back to the

previous screen, press the B Button.

When selecting a vehicle, you can choose between an Automatic (no gear-

shifting) Transmission or a Manual (gear-shifting) Transmission. Select the

transmission you want by highlighting Automatic or Manual and then press

the A Button. You can also test a vehicle by highlighting TEST CAR and
pressing the A Button. This will take you to a practice track which contains

just about every road condition you may encounter.

I WHEEL B SICS

Before we teach you how to play the game, we ll show you the controls.

Here's the default controls for your Sega Dreamcast controller.

Accelerate

(R Trigger)

Brake

(L Trigger)V
Shift Down

.Shift Up*

Steer Vehicle

Hand Brake

Pause Game

This function is only available when using a Manual Transmission.

Yell, those are the controls. Now that you're ready to go, lets show you
ow to play this game. Remember, if you want to change the controls, see
age 7!

DEEAUIT CONTROLS



The information below will show you everything

to look for on-screen while playing.
You must collect Boost Icons to help you win each race. The Boost Icon

acts as a power-up to give your vehicle a boost of speed. Keep your eye

on your Boost Meter so that you don t run out when you need it. The
Boost Meter can hold up to 20 seconds of Booster

, Fuel. There are two different types of Boost Icons:

+4 SECONDS
This icon will add 4 Seconds to your Boost Meter.

+9 SECONDS
This icon will add 9 Seconds to your Boost Meter.

During the race, you will encounter Boost Icons all over the track. If you
happen to miss one, don't worry, there's tons of them on each track.

Most of the tracks have shortcuts and other secret paths you can use to

jump ahead of the group or to find hidden items. Keep your eyes open
for these paths. If you don't see a wall or other object blocking your way,

odds are that you can drive there. So be adventurous, because you never

know what you may find!

1.) Current Time Statistics
)
Vehicle Speed

2.) Current Time On Track Boost Gauge

Track Map3.) Current Race Statistics

PLAYING THE GAMEPLAYING THE GAME



While you are playing, it may become necessary to Pause the game. To

do this, press the Start Button to access the Pause Menu. The following

options are available to you:

SELECT CAMERA: Choose from different camera angles to view the race

with. You can even use the INSIDE camera to view the race from the

driver's seat.

At the Main Menu, select PRACTICE and press the A Button.

Practice Mode allows you to select from a group of tracks and vehicles (more

tracks and vehicles are available once they are unlocked) to practice your
driving skills. It is highly recommended you use this mode to get a feel for

a certain track or vehicle before entering an Arcade Mode or

Championship Mode race. Practice Mode also features a few options you
can adjust before hitting the raceway:

NUMBER OF LAPS: To set the number
Ijf , . vl H. of laps, you must set the ENEMY to

(4 OFF This will allow you to race up to

PSAjIVs
'

•- 10 laps with no other racers on the

I •HPyBMSBjSil track.

MUSIC VOLUME: Adjust the volume of
J

the background music.

RESUME: Highlight this and press the A
Button to return to the action. After f

1"

adjusting options, you must highlight J
,

this to go back to the race.
V* » « •» . « * * • . V

|

RETRY THE COURSE: This will begin

the race all over again. This is good when you are really far behind.

Note: This option is NOT available in Championship Mode races.

RETIRE: Quits the current race and exits you back to the previous menu.

Each option can be adjusted by pressing Up and Down on the

Direction Button or Analog Thumb Pad to highlight it, then pressing

Left and Right to adjust. If you leave the game paused for too long, the

screen will darken. This is perfectly normal and is meant to protect

your television. Simply press the Direction Button or Analog Thumb
Pad to deactivate the screen saver.

Checkpoint,

\ • CHECKPOINT: The Checkpoints in the

j

r
‘ i-a—

• , f track can be turned ON or OFF. When
f§|pPj’5||s* playing with the Checkpoints ON, you

' must reach a Checkpoint to add more

j: v . j
,

time to your race clock. If the timer

expires before you reach the

^Checkpoint, your game is over. When playing with the Checkpoints turned

OFF you don't have to worry about the time running out.

ENEMY: With the Enemy set to ON, you will be racing against Al vehicles

with the same lap count you will find in Arcade and Championship Modes.
:With the Enemy set to OFF you can race by yourself and set the desired

lap count up to 10 laps.

;Each option can be adjusted by highlighting it and pressing Left or Right

on the Direction Button or Analog Thumb Pad. When you are ready to race,

press the A Button.



ARCADE MODE is your standard "pick and play" game mode. There are two
sets of tracks in Arcade Mode. Arcade 1 features all indoor tracks. Arcade 2

features a set of outdoor tracks. At the Main Menu, select ARCADE INDOOR
or ARCADE OUTDOOR and press the A Button.

Arcade Mode is an intense way of playing the
.

game. The first thing you will do is select a vehi- - ?, . 4
|

SWW liiaBi|&iJ.

cle. Remember, each vehicle in the game is not --f_ . .
[Si-

only different in appearance, but it will also han-
'

die differently than another vehicle (even those of
.

the same design). Try to match your vehicle with

the track conditions you will face.

When racing, the object is to come in First Place in order to advance to the

next track. You must win each race before you can advance to the next
:

race. Arcade Mode (both Indoor and Outdoor) tracks are split into three dif-

ferent series of tracks. In order to advance to the second series of tracks, all

races in the first series must be won. The third series of tracks can only be
accessed once you have won all of the tracks in the second series!

After the race is over, you can record your time for the Hall of Fame and
save your progress to your VMU (if one is inserted). Once you have won a

race and if you can win in a record time, you will be able to enter your ini-

tials for the Hall of Fame. Use the Direction Button or Analog Thumb Pad to

scroll through the letters. Once you have entered your initials, press the A
Button to continue. After you have finished the race (and entered your ini-

tials), you will see the Save Game screen. Access the VMU you wish to save

to and press the A Button. Highlight SAVE and press the A Button again.

When your information is saved, press the B Button to return to Arcade

Mode.

CHAMPIONSHIP Mode allows you to enter

your name, choose a car and then hit the

Championship circuit. Depending upon
what place you finish the race in (First,

Second, Third of Fourth), you will win a

cash amount. These cash amounts can be
used to upgrade your vehicle for better

performance. Select CHAMPIONSHIP
from the Mode Menu and press the A
Button.

The first thing you will do is enter a name
for yourself. Using the Direction Button or Analog Thumb Pad, move the cur-

sor to the letter or number you wish to enter and then press the A Button.

C Your name can only be three characters in length.

Next, you will be shown the track you will be competing on. You will also see a

s
chart displaying the current rankings of the circuit. The chart displays each
facers name, score and car they are using. Once you have checked out the

track and standings chart, press the A Button to advance to the Vehicle

:

- Select screen.

j

You will only be able to choose from the 8 base vehicles to begin your career.

; Keep in mind that each track will be different, therefore every vehicle will

j
handle each track differently. This is where playing Practice Mode comes in

! handy. Try to pick a well-rounded vehicle to use. By finishing races, you can
earn money to upgrade your vehicle. It is important to note that when play-

ing a Championship game, you will only be able to use the same vehicle in

every race. To change your vehicle you must begin a new game. If you exit

out of a Championship game and you do not save your progress, all game
data will be lost. So make sure you save your games!



When you race in the Championship circuit, the object is (besides trying to

come in First Place) to win and earn as much cash as possible. You can win

cash by finishing races (prize amounts depend on what place you finished the

race) and by finding special cash icons on the track. Cash Icons can only be

picked up once during the race, unlike Boost Icons which can be picked up

multiple times.

After each race you will be shown your totals. )

These totals include points awarded for the

race, what position you finished the race in -g 1

you win is used to upgrade or customize your S .•
„

- ‘

current vehicle. After each race (after you have

seen the next track you will be racing on), you •

will go back to the garage (vehicle screen). On
the left of the screen you will see how much
money you have and the total amount of money you will need to customize

your vehicle.

When starting the game, you will only be able to select from 8 different vehicles.

There are 4 different styles of vehicle, each with 5 levels of customization.

When you customize a vehicle you are basically unlocking another vehicle.

Randomly after you complete a Championship Mode race, you will be able to

play a slot machine in order to win more money. If you can connect three

icons in a row, you will win a $3000 jackpot! It may be an easy way to get

some more money in your bank account, but it will also cost you S 1 00 a shot!

When the slot machine appears on screen, you can either pull the lever (press

the A Button) or cancel out and save your money (press the B Button). It

can get expensive trying to win that jackpot, but the payoff is usually worth

it. If you try to play 10 times in a row (10 times is the maximum amount of

tries) and you still don t win anything, you will be awarded a special bonus just

for trying.

To customize your vehicle, you will need the cash to do it. Once you have

obtained enough cash to upgrade, you will automatically be able to

customize by highlighting CUSTOMIZE on the right of the screen and

pressing the A Button.

JACKPOT!



In order to play against a friend, either player must select 2 PLAYER from the

Main Menu and press the A Button. Both players can control menus in the

game.

Every game mode is available for both players. This means that two players

can enter a Championship, play an Arcade race and even Practice together.

Playing the game with two people is no different from a single-player

game. The only difference is that the screen is split into two sections. Player

1 is on top, while Player 2 is located on the bottom of the screen. All on-

screen displays stay the same.

BOMB! is the first of four 2-Player Special game modes. Select BOMB! from the

Special Modes menu and press the A Button.

BOMB! is basically a tag game. When the match starts, one player will have

a bomb attached to their vehicle. The bomb has a timer on it and when the

timer runs out, the bomb explodes |along with your vehicle)!

Before you start a match, you can

adjust the following options.

lOUNTDOWN: Set the timer on the

lomb from 1 0-60 seconds. The timer

vorks in increments of 5 seconds.

VICTORY: Select from 1-5. This con-

trols the number of victories needed
: to win the series. For example, if you
set the victories to 4, the player who
wins 4 matches is the winner.

After you have set the options for your match, it's time to select a track to play

on. There are 5 tracks to choose from. After you have selected the track, the

players may choose what vehicle they want to use. If you have any unlocked

vehicles, you can use them here. Player 1 chooses first, followed by Player 2.Probably the greatest thing about 2-Player games are the Special Mode:

available to you. There are four Special Modes that are great "One on One'

games. Check out the next few pages to learn more about them.

TWO PLAYER GAMESTWO PLAYER GAMES



BOMB RACE is the second of four 2-Player Special game modes. Select BOMB
RACE from the Special Modes menu and press the A Button.

BOMB RACE is your basic 2-Player race with a twist. The player that is lag-

ging behind has a bomb attached to their car. The bomb has a timer on it as

well. If the player who is in last place doesn't pass the lead player in the time

allowed, they will explode. The object is to pass your opponent to gain the

lead, as well as pass the bomb off to them!

, , , , , , , ,
— Just like the BOMB! game. Bomb Race

has options you can adjust as well.

LAPS: Select the number of laps you will

have in your race. You can choose from

1-10 laps.

CHECKPOINT: Turn the Checkpoints

|timers) ON or OFE

COUNTDOWN: This sets the timer on the

bomb. Choose from 1 0-60 seconds.

VICTORY: This controls the number of victories needed to win the series.

Select from 1-5.

BALLOON is the third 2-Player Special game mode. Select BALLOON from the

Special Modes menu and press the A Button.

The object of Balloon is to race around the track and collect colored balloons.

Each balloon adds 2 seconds to your timer. The first player to run out of \
time loses the race. If both players are not able to collect balloons and their

time runs out, the player who has ®
progressed furthest on the track is

- s

the winner. The Balloon game mode
features three options you can • *

adjust. - ..

NUMBER OF LAPS: Set the number of

laps in the race from 1-1 0.
Countdown

START TIME: This determines how
much time will be on the clock when
you begin the race. You can select

anywhere (in 5 second increments)

from 5 seconds to 30 seconds.

VICTORY: Select from 1-5 rounds needed to become the winner of the series.

Bomb Race features a total of 6 tracks for you to race on. Like the BOMB!
game, each player can select any unlocked vehicle.

*;y
!sy>S&ii
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You may need a few tips before you hit the racing circuit. Here's a few
hints to help you out.TAG MODE is the fourth 2-Player Special game mode. Select TAG MODE from

the Special Modes menu and press the A Button.

Just like BOMB!, Tag Mode is a game of tag |without explosives). This time

the object of the game is to NOT be tagged. As you begin the game, a trophy

will be located somewhere on the track. The player who grabs the trophy

must keep the trophy for the duration of the race. You can adjust how much /;

time will be in each round under the Tag Mode options menu. The player

who holds the trophy for the longest time total during the race is the winner.
’

There are two options you can adjust for Tag Mode.

TIME LIMIT: Set the time limit of each round from 1 0 seconds to 1 20 seconds, j

Try to conserve your booster fuel. You never know when you might
need it.

Explore the tracks. You'll find that there are a number of paths to

explore and you just might find a shorter route to the finish line.

Look closely for booster fuel. There are several areas in the track

that have boost icons that might help you reach the finish line faster.

At the beginning of a race, try pressing the Accelerate and Boost

buttons in a specific order. If you do the combination correctly, you'll

be rewarded with a Super Start.

VICTORY: Choose a number of rounds (1-5) needed to be the winner of the

series.

Practice with each vehicle. You'll find out that they all handle differently,

but each one does have their own advantages and disadvantages

when it comes to racing.

Can't finish a series? Try looking up codes in magazines or on the

internet. These are great references for unlocking all of the tracks!

-
- «J

TWO PL YER GAMES
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WARRANTY
MIDWAY HOME ENTERTAINMENT INC. warrants to the original purchaser of this Midway Home Enter-

tainment Inc. software product that the medium on which this computer program is recorded is free from

defects in materials and workmanship for a period of ninety (90) days from the date of purchase. This

Midway Home Entertainment Inc. software program is sold “as is,” without express or implied warranty

damages of any kind, and Midway Home Entertainment Inc. is not liable for any losses or damages of

any kind resulting from the use of this program. Midway Home Entertainment Inc. agrees for a period of

ninety (90) days to either repair or replace, at its option, free of charge, any Midway Home Entertainment

Inc. software product, postage paid, with proof of purchase, at its Factory Service Center.

This warranty is not applicable to normal wear and tear. This warranty shall not be applicable and shall

be void if the defect in the Midway Home Entertainment Inc. software product has arisen through abuse,

unreasonable use, mistreatment or neglect. THIS WARRANTY IS IN LIEU OF ALL OTHER WAR-
RANTIES AND NO OTHER REPRESENTATIONS OR CLAIMS OF ANY NATURE SHALL BE BIND-

ING ON OR OBLIGATE MIDWAY HOME ENTERTAINMENT INC. ANY IMPLIED WARRANTIES
APPLICABLE TO THIS SOFTWARE PRODUCT, INCLUDING WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILI-

TY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE, ARE LIMITED TO THE NINETY (90) DAY PERI-

OD DESCRIBED ABOVE.

IN NO EVENT WILL MIDWAY HOME ENTERTAINMENT INC. BE LIABLE FOR ANY SPECIAL, INCI-

DENTAL, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES RESULTING FROM POSSESSION, USE OR MAL-

FUNCTION OF THIS MIDWAY HOME ENTERTAINMENT INC. SOFTWARE PRODUCT.

Some states do not allow limitations as to how long an implied warranty lasts and/or exclusions or limita-

tions of incidental or consequential damages so the above limitations and/or exclusions of liability may not

apply to you. This warranty gives you specific rights, and you may also have other rights which vary from

state to state.

Midway Flome Entertainment Inc.

RO. Box 2097
Corsicana, TX 75151-2097

www.midway.com

Midway Customer Support

903 874-5092
1 0:00am - 6:30pm / Central Time

Monday - Friday

Automated help line open 24 hours a day

ESRB RATING

This product has been rated by the Entertainment Software Rating Board. For information about the ESRB rating, or to comment about the

appropriateness of the rating, please contact the ESRB at 1-800-771-3772.
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